
  Integrating IBM® Case Manager and other IBM ECM solutions with line of business 

(LOB) applications is required to maximize productivity, mitigate user errors and 

increase the efficiency of critical business processes. IBM Content Navigator (ICN) 

provides an external data service (EDS) plugin to execute this integration, however, it 

is a time-consuming and resource-intensive process because it requires code 

development. To further complicate matters, the only way to allow LOB application 

users to view ECM data without having to log in constantly is to enable application 

server SSO or write considerable amounts of code. 

Reduce Development Costs & Expedite Deployments  

KwikWork Integrator minimizes development costs and expedites IBM ECM 

deployments by eliminating the need to write code to integrate with external data 

sources. It allows business analysts, solution architects and system administrators to 

complete integrations in three simple steps that take just minutes.  

KwikWork Integrator provides one central point of access for all databases and LOB 

applications. LOB system information can be used within ECM solutions for validation 

purposes or populating fields and picklists—and conversely, ECM system data can be 

viewed within LOB systems. KwikWork Integrator also includes upgrades, 

enhancements, and support to reduce the risk of obsolete code and do away with the 

need for code maintenance. 

Deliver Powerful Functionality with Minimal Resources 

KwikWork Integrator eliminates the need for expensive development with unique, 

configurable, out-of-the-box features—no coding involved! Features include: 

 Seamless repository content access from LOB systems: Integrator 

leverages security role mapping on the ICN server to allow users working in 

financial, accounting, engineering and other LOB systems to view content stored 

in IBM ECM repositories without logging in. 	

 Quickly add documents to a case: Users can associate documents to cases 

within IBM Case Manager directly from Microsoft Office. Reduces data entry 

errors by providing a case picklist generated from case metadata in your 

repository.	

 Leverage large data sets: IBM ECM users can view large data sets 

(>100,000 rows) with LOB application lookups and easily find what they need 

with paging and type-ahead (autocomplete) functionality.	
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 Provides LOB system users 

with seamless access to 

documents stored within 

Content Navigator-supported 

repositories 

 Reduces errors by enabling 

users to associate 

documents with cases 

directly from Microsoft Office 

using existing case data 

 Saves time and money by 

eliminating the need to write 

code to integrate with 

external data sources 

 Provides ability to use large 

data sets (>100,000 rows) in 

LOB application lookups 

 Expedites IBM ECM 

deployments 

 Reduces risk of obsolete 

code and eliminates the need 

to maintain code by providing 
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Supported  Environments  

Products 

 IBM Content Engine 

 IBM Case Foundation 

 IBM Case Manager 
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  Connecting to External Data Sources is as Easy as 1-2-3  

Creating a connection to an external data source doesn’t get any easier than with KwikWork Integrator. 

   

Step 1 
Connect to your data 
source and create a 
query to your existing 
database or LOB 
application that yields 
the desired results. 

Step 2 
Test the query using 
the query builder 

 

Step 3 
Select fields from your 
existing document or 
case properties and 
map them to your query. 

 

You’re done — 
admire the results! 

 


